Some of our favorites
THE MEANING OF MARRIAGE, by Timothy and Kathy
Keller. “I now have a new favorite book on marriage to
recommend whole-heartedly to singles and married couples alike!”
David P. Craig (Amazon.com reviewer)
VERTICAL MARRIAGE, by Dave and Ann Wilson. “Insightful,
funny and (most importantly) real. Ann and Dave share the ups &
downs of their relationship in a meaningful and relatable way. It is
really no secret - this book will change marriages!” Amazon.com
reviewer
THE DIVORCE REMEDY, by Michele Weiner Davis. “Finding
your way back to a loving relationship is challenging. Michele
Weiner Davis gives you the road map.” Dr John Gray
SACRED MARRIAGE: What If God Designed Marriage to
Make Us Holy More Than to Make Us Happy? By Gary Thomas.
“BEWARE This book can cause a personal heart change followed
by a great marriage. . . Pick up your copy of Sacred Marriage
today and learn how you too can have not only a great marriage
but a love affair with the One True God.” Amazon reviewer
A LASTING PROMISE, by Dr Scott Stanley, et al. “Absolutely a
must read for any couple who wants a healthy marriage.” Chaplain
Mickey Jett (Amazon.com reviewer)
YOU AND ME FOREVER: Marriage in Light of Eternity, by
Francis and Lisa Chan. “Francis and Lisa have put on paper a
clear and concise image of legitimate Christian marriage. It is a
great read, very encouraging and necessary for every professing
believer.” Charles W. (Amazon reviewer).

Take your relationship to the next level: Read a book on
relationships together. Enjoy your summer,
have couple fun. Have family fun.

A SPECIAL RESOURCE FOR YOU

Great Summer Reads

Here’s a fun and informative way to have five
great at-home dates while waiting for this Covid
thing to pass. It’s FREE and it’s from Family Life,
creators of that awesome Weekend to
Remember, returning to Portland October 30November 1.

By Dave and Ann Wilson
There is one secret that can change any
marriage! Through relatable (and often hilarious)
videos, group discussion, and time for couples
to connect, you'll see that when the vertical
relationship with God comes first, the horizontal
relationship between spouses will follow. Start
your dates at:
https://familylife.mykajabi.com/library

Every Marriage Matters
Helping Marriages Become All God Intended
Check out additional resources at www.EveryMarriageMatters.org

